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AKA the still answering Rabi’s question 
lectures almost a century later in response to 

the discovery of the muon: “Who ordered 
that?”
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I love muons

I think we should make a collider out of them
I still have no idea why they exist…
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To order THE fashion statement of Snowmass or perhaps all of HEP do it by Friday:


https://www.customink.com/g/srs0-00cm-kvb4/
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Rough goals of these lectures

• Lecture 1 (Me): Introduce flavor/ways of thinking about it from theory 
perspective


• Lecture 2 (Mat): Experimental POV/much more detailed overview of flavor


• Lecture 3 (Me): Models of flavor/models of flavorful physics
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What is flavor?
• Not only do we have the muon which is the heavier copy of the electron, we also have the 

tau (3 copies of the same particle only differing in mass, different “flavors”)


• That would be weird enough as is, but ok… 


• Where it really gets weird is that we have apparently 3 copies of everything in the universe 
for no apparent* reason


• up, charm, top quarks


• down, strange, bottom quarks


• electron, muon, tau


• electron neutrino, muon neutrino, tau neutrino

Since everything is copied we call these 
generations or families8



Flavor: 
Most bizarre thing ever  

or mundane?

Depends on your perspective
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What’s the framework for particle physics?
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Quantum Field Theory
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QM+SR=only game in town
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All particles are representations of spacetime 
symmetry + internal symmetries
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Alternatively put, you give me the representations 
I can give you the most general Lagrangian



A single Dirac fermion ψ
ℒ = iψ∂/ψ

N Dirac fermions  w/slight abuse of notationψi

More fermions = more “flavors”
From classical POV only change is the symmetry structure

ℒ = iψ∂/ψ
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Symmetries of N Dirac fermions
ℒ = iψ∂/ψ

Clearly there exists a  symmetry 
rotating amongst flavors: “flavor symmetry” + 

fermion number

SU(N) × U(1)

At this level there are also chiral flavor symmetries

ψ → Uψ

ℒ = iψL∂/ψL + iψR∂/ψR
ψL → ULψL

ψR → URψR

Global Chiral Flavor Symmetries 
SU(N)L × SU(N)R × U(1) × U(1)
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“Flavors” and Flavor Symmetry are ubiquitous from QFT 
perspective… so what’s the big deal about flavor physics?
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In QFT kinetic terms always have the most symmetry 
possible - every “interaction” only potentially reduces it

ℒmass = − Mψψ

Generic matrix

ℒmass = − Mψψ → − MψLψR

Inherently breaks global chiral flavor symmetries, but to what? 

Could be  could be  or could be 
something in between, it depends on the actual masses!

SU(N) × U(1) U(1)N
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In QFT kinetic terms always have the most symmetry 
possible - every “interaction” only potentially reduces it

ℒmass = − Mψψ

Generic matrix

ℒmass = − Mψψ → − MψLψR

Inherently breaks global chiral flavor symmetries, but to what? 

Could be  could be  or could be 
something in between, it depends on the actual masses!

SU(N) × U(1) U(1)N

U†
LMUR

Can use chiral flavor rotation 
to diagonalize mass matrix
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Standard Model appears to have the least residual 
flavor symmetry possible!

From Heather Gray

Fermion mass summary

38

•With neutrinos:
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Standard Model appears to have the least residual 
flavor symmetry possible!

From Heather Gray

Fermion mass summary
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•With neutrinos:
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Sometimes there are approximate symmetries that are powerful, 
but experimentally there is no extra flavor symmetry leftover in SM 

(will be important later talking about BSM)
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Where are we now?

• Flavor symmetries are everywhere in QFT, no big deal to add more 
particles…


• The *SM* apparently has no extra flavor symmetry even though it could 
have


• What about the CKM matrix/flavor mixing and gauge interactions, isn’t 
that what we normally talk about with Flavor? 


• Why 3 instead of N?

21



Where are we now?
• Flavor symmetries are everywhere in QFT, no big deal to add more 

particles…


• The *SM* apparently has no extra flavor symmetry even though it could 
have


• What about the CKM matrix/flavor mixing and gauge interactions, isn’t 
that what we normally talk about with Flavor physics? Let’s talk about this 
next, but I want to stress mass/mixing are not independent


• Why 3 instead of N?  Good question…
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How does the picture change in gauge theories?
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“Vector-like” gauge theories everything here is the 
same

ℒ = iψ∂/ψ → iψD/ ψ
Clearly there exists a  symmetry 
rotating amongst flavors: “flavor symmetry” + 

fermion number

SU(N) × U(1)

At this level there are also chiral flavor symmetries

ψ → Uψ

ℒ = iψLD/ ψL + iψRD/ ψR
ψL → ULψL

ψR → URψR

Global Chiral Flavor Symmetries 
SU(N)L × SU(N)R × U(1) × U(1)
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“Vector-like” gauge theories everything stays the 
same

ℒmass = − Mψψ

Generic matrix

ℒmass = − Mψψ → − MψLψR

Inherently breaks global chiral flavor symmetries, but to what? 

Could be  could be  or could be 
something in between, it depends on the actual masses!

SU(N) × U(1) U(1)N

U†
LMUR

Can use chiral flavor rotation 
to diagonalize mass matrix
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Isn’t the SM a chiral gauge theory?
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Chiral gauge theories, not everything fills a Dirac fermion so 
starting point slightly different (LH and RH can transform differently)

ℒ = iψLD/ ψL + iψRD/ ψR
ψL → ULψL

ψR → URψR

Global Chiral Flavor Symmetries are 
basically the same 

SU(NL) × SU(NR) × U(1) × U(1)

Flavor subtlety shows up in mass!
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Flavor/Mass in chiral gauge theories
 

doesn’t work in a 
chiral gauge theory! 

ℒmass = − MψLψR

ψL → ULψL

ψR → URψR

Chiral flavor  
symmetries 

broken,  
no big deal

We now also have 
GAUGE symmetries 

that we don’t want to break!

ψL → Ug
LψL

ψR → Ug
RψR

Enter the Higgs!
ℒYukawa = − y ψLHψR

A Higgs in the appropriate representation under the gauge symmetry 
can give Fermion masses in chiral gauge theories after SSB  28



In the SM the Higgs does double duty!
No reason the same Higgs had to be the predominant 

source of gauge boson mass and fermion mass…
For example: 

 SM gauge boson masses could have come 
mostly from a Higgs triplet of SU(2)

SM fermion masses could have come from  
“standard” Higgs doublet of SU(2)

The fact that the minimal structure works and is so intertwined is kind 
of amazing and dictated by experiment and symmetry
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So now to SM flavor explicitly 29.3 Fermion sector 593 --------------------------------------- ...... 
Table 29.1 Charges of Standard Model fields. 

o indicates that the field transforms in the fundamental representation, 
and - indicates that a field is uncharged. 

field UR dR H L = eR VR Q = 

SU(3) 
SU(2) 
U(l)Y -1 o 

o 
o 
1 
6 

0 

2 
:3 

The quarks also have charges under SU(3)QCD which are not shown. 

0 
0 

1 1 - 3 2 

To be clear, the R subscripts in expressions such as Eq. (29.34), or the L subscripts in 
Eq. (29.33), indicate the implicit chirality of the field. Since the fermions are all left- or 
right-handed Weyl spinors, it would be technically correct to replace QifftQi -t Q! (j /.JJjtQi 
and ukfftuk -t jtojtuk . However, since we will almost always be performing compu-
tations in the broken phase, where the left- and right-handed spinors combine into a single 
Dirac representation, it is generally easier to use the Dirac-spinor notation from the start, 
where Land R indicate implicit chirality projectors. That is, QifftQ i = Qh°"l jtOjtPLQi 
with PL = - "15) and uk fftuk = with PR = !(1 + "15). 

Because hypercharge is a U(I ) group, the hypercharges could be arbitrary real num-
bers. To find out what the actual hypercharges are in the Standard Model, we can use 
the known electric charges. First isolating the neutral gauge bosons, and Bjt, and 
then changing to the Ajt - Zjt basis using Eq. (29.5) gives, for the electron and neutrino 
couplings, 

f' -=i ( 1 TiT3 ' y rb) i - i (1 TiT3 Y rb) i "'" = eL -2g v/y + 9 LiP eL + 1/L 2gv/Y + 9 LiP 1/L 

+ g'Yeek$ ek + g'Yv vk$1/k 

= e + YL ) eiiei + YL ) vii 1/i + Yeekiek + Yv vk i1/R} + Z terms. 

(29.36) 

Since the electric charges are the coefficients of the coupling to the photon, we can read 
off from this equation the relationship between the hypercharges and the electric charges. 
Using that the electron is conventionally defined to have charge - 1, we see that YL = -
and Ye = -1. This implies that 1/L is neutral, in agreement with nature, and for 1/R to 
be neutral we also need Yv = O. Similarly using that the up quark has charge and 
the d wn quark. ha charge - 1 we need YQ = !, y;, = and Yd = -1. In summary, 
the quantum number of the lepton and quark fi eld in the Standard Model are shown in 
Table 29.1. 

An obvious question arises: If the hypercharge could have been arbitrary real num-
bers, why did they turn out to have simple rational number ratio ' ? How do we know that 
the electric charge of the up quark is not - 0.6666665 tim s the electric charge of the 

Open whatever QFT book you like, e.g. Schwartz here (or Peskin since this is SSI) 

SM classically has a huge global flavor symmetry of the kinetic terms of the QUDLE 
fermion fields  (assuming 3 “generations”) but also is a  chiral gauge theoryU(3)5

ℒYukawa = − Yij
L LiHeRj − Yij

DQiHdRj − Yij
UQiH̃uRj + h . c .

All of SM flavor and fermion masses are because 
of Yukawa couplings

30
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This is even true for neutrino physics!



Wait a second, what about CKM?
ℒYukawa = − Yij

L LiHeRj − Yij
DQiHdRj − Yij

UQiH̃uRj + h . c .

Lots of parameters here, 3 3x3 complex matrices, 54 
parameters, way more than you might have heard? 

U†
LMUR

Can play the same game using chiral flavor 
rotation/field redefinition to diagonalize “mass 
matrix”/Yukawas - subtlety is gauge sector and 

can’t make everything diagonal everywhere

Flavor Basis Mass Basis
Yukawas non-diagonal in flavor space 

Gauge interactions family diagonal!
Yukawas diagonal 

CC interactions non-diagonal VCKM
32



Wait a second, what about CKM?
ℒYukawa = − Yij

L LiHeRj − Yij
DQiHdRj − Yij

UQiH̃uRj + h . c .
We can redefine our fields with unitary matrices that would diagonalize the Yukawas

What remains 
is essentially 
dictated by

uL → UuuL

dL → UddL
that defines the Unitary CKM matrix VCKM ≡ U†

uUd

When “masses” are diagonal but different there is still our  symmetry so we can get rid of a few more parameters U(1)N=6 quarks

 is dictated by 3 angles 
and a phase in SM

VCKM

ℒgauge ⊃ ui
LW+

μ/ Vij
CKMdj

L

CC interactions given by ~

You’ll hear lots more about CKM in Mat’s lecture tomorrow!33



Few quick CKM/SM flavor comments

• When you go to mass basis, all of “flavor” now exists in gauge 
interactions - you can effectively forget the Higgs exists and do everything 
in low energy EFT - “standard” flavor physics - Meson mixings, rare 
decays etc.


• SM being a chiral gauge theory added these complications, but also why 
we talk about number of families/generations not X up quarks and Y down 
quarks - Anomaly cancelation (no time sorry!) and naturalness


• CKM is also first hint at why  you can always make it real 
otherwise so CPV starts at 3 generations (Nobel Prize)

Ngenerations ≥ 3

34



So despite that flavor looks completely crazy as measured 
and dominates number of parameters in Standard Model…
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CKM
f i t t e r

CKM* unitarity
•Another test: unitarity of CKM matrix

•This was covered in CPV lectures, but in short: CKM 
matrix must be unitary (it's just a change of basis, it can't 
modify the number of quarks)

29* and in principle PMNS

Interactions du modèle standard 17
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Figure 1.8 – Des diagrammes de Feynman.

Par analogie avec la lumière, nous appelons cette charge la couleur, et ses trois valeurs rouge, vert, et bleu ; comme pour
la lumière, la somme des trois vaut une charge nulle (dite blanche/neutre). Les antiquarks ont des charges opposées ; par
exemple la charge nette d’un quark rouge et un antiquark antirouge est zéro/neutre. Le porteur de la force forte s’appelle le
gluon, et nous lui voyons dans la Fig. 1.4. Le gluon lui aussi a une charge de couleur, de la forme (couleurA+anticouleurB)
pour A 6= B, et peut donc interagir directement avec d’autres gluons d’une manière non-linéaire. On remarque que les
règles du jeu sont très loin de ceux de la force EM, et que nos intuitions développés en étudiant la force EM sont parfois
trompeuse.

En pratique, on ne trouve jamais un quark isolé ; les quarks et les antiquarks se rassemblent vite dans des objets de
couleur neutre, comme par exemple le proton. On voit tout de suite que les combinaisons quark-antiquark (de couleur
rouge-antirouge, bleu-antibleu, ou vert-antivert) ou de trois quarks (rouge-bleu-vert) sont permises 15. Parce qu’ils n’ont
pas de charge nette de couleur, ils ne ressentent pas la force forte des sources externes à premier ordre 16. Ces objets
s’appellent des hadrons, et nous allons en parler en détail dans un autre chapitre. On peut créer des paires quark-
antiquark à partir d’une annihilation électron-positron (Fig. 1.8 (c)), mais, s’ils ont suffisamment d’énergie, en général
ces deux objets élémentaires vont ensuite produire chacun une gerbe (jet) de plusieurs hadrons 17.

Supposons que nous avons ainsi produit un K�. Cet hadron se compose d’un quark s et un antiquark ū. Il est instable,
et va ensuite se désintégrer par l’interaction faible. Un des canaux possibles est K� ! ⇡�⇡0 dont le diagramme se trouve
en Fig. 1.8 (d). Notez bien qu’une des intersections faibles est la suivante : s ! uW�. Le quark a donc passé de la deuxième
famille (s, c) à la première (d, u). Contrairement au secteur leptonique, la passage entre familles n’est pas interdit pour
l’intersection W q q0. Pour l’intersection leptonique de Fig. 1.3 (c) il n’y avait que trois possibilités (W e ⌫e, W µ ⌫µ,
W ⌧ ⌫⌧ ) et ils avait tous les trois le même coefficient, ⇠ gw/

p
8. Par contre, pour les quarks, qui passent par l’intersection

de Fig. 1.3 (d), il y a neuf transitions possible, et chaque combinaison a son propre coefficient, ⇠ Vq q0gw/
p
8, où Vq q0 est

une matrice 3 ⇥ 3. Elle s’appelle la matrice CKM (Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa). D’un point de vue mathématique, elle
décrit le mélange entre les trois familles de quarks. Dans le MS, l’origine de ce mélange est le fait que les états propres
de l’interaction faible, |q0i, ne sont pas identiques aux états propres de la masse (c’est-à-dire du hamiltonien), |qi. Par
convention, nous exprimons le mélange dans le secteur d, s, b :

0
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1

A (1.1)

Dans le MS, la matrice VCKM est forcement unitaire (V †
CKMVCKM = 1) pour que l’interaction faible conserve le nombre

net de quarks, et donc le nombre baryonique. Il arrive que la matrice VCKM est diagonale à premier ordre 18 : Vud ⇡
Vcs ⇡ Vtb ⇡ 1, |Vcd| ⇡ Vus ⇡ 0,23, et les magnitudes de tous les autres éléments sont inférieures à 0,05. Vous trouverez les
valeurs expérimentales des éléments de la matrice dans la revue CKM du PDG. On peut l’écrire sous la forme suivante
(dite de Wolfenstein) :

VCKM =

0

@
1 � �2/2 � A�3(⇢ � i⌘)

�� 1 � �2/2 A�2

A�3(1 � ⇢ � i⌘) �A�2 1

1

A + O(�4) (1.2)

où �, A, ⇢, et ⌘ sont des paramètres réels (avec A ⇠ 1, et � et ⇢ et ⌘ ⇠ 10�1). La composante imaginaire de la matrice
est faible mais non-nulle. Elle donne lieu à un phénomène qui s’appelle la violation de CP (CPV, voir section 7.1). Dans
le MS, les valeurs des éléments de la matrice CKM proviennent des paramètres libres du modèle, et rien n’impose que la
matrice soit presque diagonale, ni presque réelle. L’on ne sait pas si cette structure est fortuite ou imposée par des lois
plus fondamentales.

15. Les sommes linéaires de ces combinaisons sont elles aussi de couleur neutre, donc permises, mais beaucoup plus rares.
16. Attention : ceci veut dire que la somme de plusieurs interactions individuellement attractives peut être nulle. L’origine mathématique de

cet effet est la structure de groupe de la force forte, avec ses trois charges.
17. Sauf certains cas spécifiques. Par exemple, on pourrait produire certaines résonances hadroniques si la masse invariante du système e

+
e
�

est égale à la masse de la résonance.
18. Une autre structure aurait été possible ; par exemple, la matrice équivalente du secteur neutrino (matrice PMNS) a des éléments hors-

diagonal supérieur à 0, 5.

VCKMV†
CKM = I !

3

!
k=1

VikV*jk = !ij

Nine conditions (six triangles, 
three quadrangles)

See EPJC41:1 (2005) and ckmfitter.in2p3.fr

Fermion mass summary
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•With neutrinos:
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So despite that flavor looks completely crazy as measured 
and dominates number of parameters in Standard Model…
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Figure 1.8 – Des diagrammes de Feynman.

Par analogie avec la lumière, nous appelons cette charge la couleur, et ses trois valeurs rouge, vert, et bleu ; comme pour
la lumière, la somme des trois vaut une charge nulle (dite blanche/neutre). Les antiquarks ont des charges opposées ; par
exemple la charge nette d’un quark rouge et un antiquark antirouge est zéro/neutre. Le porteur de la force forte s’appelle le
gluon, et nous lui voyons dans la Fig. 1.4. Le gluon lui aussi a une charge de couleur, de la forme (couleurA+anticouleurB)
pour A 6= B, et peut donc interagir directement avec d’autres gluons d’une manière non-linéaire. On remarque que les
règles du jeu sont très loin de ceux de la force EM, et que nos intuitions développés en étudiant la force EM sont parfois
trompeuse.

En pratique, on ne trouve jamais un quark isolé ; les quarks et les antiquarks se rassemblent vite dans des objets de
couleur neutre, comme par exemple le proton. On voit tout de suite que les combinaisons quark-antiquark (de couleur
rouge-antirouge, bleu-antibleu, ou vert-antivert) ou de trois quarks (rouge-bleu-vert) sont permises 15. Parce qu’ils n’ont
pas de charge nette de couleur, ils ne ressentent pas la force forte des sources externes à premier ordre 16. Ces objets
s’appellent des hadrons, et nous allons en parler en détail dans un autre chapitre. On peut créer des paires quark-
antiquark à partir d’une annihilation électron-positron (Fig. 1.8 (c)), mais, s’ils ont suffisamment d’énergie, en général
ces deux objets élémentaires vont ensuite produire chacun une gerbe (jet) de plusieurs hadrons 17.

Supposons que nous avons ainsi produit un K�. Cet hadron se compose d’un quark s et un antiquark ū. Il est instable,
et va ensuite se désintégrer par l’interaction faible. Un des canaux possibles est K� ! ⇡�⇡0 dont le diagramme se trouve
en Fig. 1.8 (d). Notez bien qu’une des intersections faibles est la suivante : s ! uW�. Le quark a donc passé de la deuxième
famille (s, c) à la première (d, u). Contrairement au secteur leptonique, la passage entre familles n’est pas interdit pour
l’intersection W q q0. Pour l’intersection leptonique de Fig. 1.3 (c) il n’y avait que trois possibilités (W e ⌫e, W µ ⌫µ,
W ⌧ ⌫⌧ ) et ils avait tous les trois le même coefficient, ⇠ gw/
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de Fig. 1.3 (d), il y a neuf transitions possible, et chaque combinaison a son propre coefficient, ⇠ Vq q0gw/
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8, où Vq q0 est

une matrice 3 ⇥ 3. Elle s’appelle la matrice CKM (Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa). D’un point de vue mathématique, elle
décrit le mélange entre les trois familles de quarks. Dans le MS, l’origine de ce mélange est le fait que les états propres
de l’interaction faible, |q0i, ne sont pas identiques aux états propres de la masse (c’est-à-dire du hamiltonien), |qi. Par
convention, nous exprimons le mélange dans le secteur d, s, b :
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Dans le MS, la matrice VCKM est forcement unitaire (V †
CKMVCKM = 1) pour que l’interaction faible conserve le nombre

net de quarks, et donc le nombre baryonique. Il arrive que la matrice VCKM est diagonale à premier ordre 18 : Vud ⇡
Vcs ⇡ Vtb ⇡ 1, |Vcd| ⇡ Vus ⇡ 0,23, et les magnitudes de tous les autres éléments sont inférieures à 0,05. Vous trouverez les
valeurs expérimentales des éléments de la matrice dans la revue CKM du PDG. On peut l’écrire sous la forme suivante
(dite de Wolfenstein) :

VCKM =

0

@
1 � �2/2 � A�3(⇢ � i⌘)

�� 1 � �2/2 A�2

A�3(1 � ⇢ � i⌘) �A�2 1

1

A + O(�4) (1.2)

où �, A, ⇢, et ⌘ sont des paramètres réels (avec A ⇠ 1, et � et ⇢ et ⌘ ⇠ 10�1). La composante imaginaire de la matrice
est faible mais non-nulle. Elle donne lieu à un phénomène qui s’appelle la violation de CP (CPV, voir section 7.1). Dans
le MS, les valeurs des éléments de la matrice CKM proviennent des paramètres libres du modèle, et rien n’impose que la
matrice soit presque diagonale, ni presque réelle. L’on ne sait pas si cette structure est fortuite ou imposée par des lois
plus fondamentales.

15. Les sommes linéaires de ces combinaisons sont elles aussi de couleur neutre, donc permises, mais beaucoup plus rares.
16. Attention : ceci veut dire que la somme de plusieurs interactions individuellement attractives peut être nulle. L’origine mathématique de

cet effet est la structure de groupe de la force forte, avec ses trois charges.
17. Sauf certains cas spécifiques. Par exemple, on pourrait produire certaines résonances hadroniques si la masse invariante du système e

+
e
�

est égale à la masse de la résonance.
18. Une autre structure aurait été possible ; par exemple, la matrice équivalente du secteur neutrino (matrice PMNS) a des éléments hors-

diagonal supérieur à 0, 5.

VCKMV†
CKM = I !

3

!
k=1

VikV*jk = !ij

Nine conditions (six triangles, 
three quadrangles)

See EPJC41:1 (2005) and ckmfitter.in2p3.fr

Fermion mass summary
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•With neutrinos:
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1ν 2ν 3ν Recent KATRIN upper limit of 0.8 
MeV on mass of effective  + 
measurements of  and  
(at much smaller scales) imply that all 
three neutrinos are below about 0.8 
eV, and at least one is above 0.05 eV.
[Nature Phys. 18 (2022) 2, 160]
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A. de Gouvea via https://arxiv.org/abs/1307.5487

From Mat Charles lecture

There’s still a lot of theoretical insight and a delicate structure inherent in SM37



6Jesse Thaler — The Frontiers of Phenomenological Theory

Why Pursue the Possible?
In addition to human curiosity about our Universe…

Rigorous speculation has a pretty good
track record in high-energy physics

(Wednesday’s public talk notwithstanding…)

From
 Jesse Thaler Snow

m
ass talk
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Is all this a basis dependent statement?
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Is all this a basis dependent statement?

NO, not all…
In SM if the Yukawa interactions didn’t exist I could make gauge interactions flavor blind!



So now that we’ve established that Flavor Physics 
is Higgs physics where do we go from here?

• Why are there 3 generations? Technically we’ve only made a case for 
 so far


• The masses and mixings we observe are absolutely bizarre and arbitrary 
as far as we know - it would be really nice to have some explanation 
explanation for them! As we’ve seen SM theory has something to say so 
hopefully there is something more


• What’s the role of BSM physics and flavor? Two separate questions, what 
causes flavor and or if BSM physics for another reason (e.g. DM) how 
does it interact with flavor

N ≥ 3
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So now that we’ve established that Flavor Physics 
is Higgs physics where do we go from here?

Theory

Observables/ 
Data
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So now that we’ve established that Flavor Physics 
is Higgs physics where do we go from here?

Theory

Observables/ 
Data

Pheno!
43



I don’t know for sure there are only 3 generations 
but I am highly confident there are, why?

• “Normal flavor physics experiments” told me? No, but they suggested at 
least 3


• I have beautiful models of flavor that single out 3? No


• String theory told me there are? No


• Electroweak precision physics told me? Suggestive (see Mat’s talk), but 
no


• Higgs physics told me!
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There’s a lower bound on generations, but not an 
upper necessarily, 4, 5, 6 generations?

CKM unitarity
•Let's imagine there are more generations. Matrix becomes:

30
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BBBBB@

Vud Vus Vub Vub0 · · ·
Vcd Vcs Vcb Vcb0 · · ·
Vtd Vts Vtb Vtb0 · · ·
Vt0d Vt0s Vt0b Vt0b0 · · ·

· · · · · · · · · · · ·
. . .

1

CCCCCA

•The matrix as a whole has to be unitary...

• ... which in general means the "known part" by itself is not.
• aside from pathological block-diagonal case

•So testing unitarity of known 3x3 matrix is sensitive to 
presence of further quark generations.

•Note that this is completely independent of quark masses.
•You don't even need a virtual  contribution to a Feynman diagram.t! /b! 

Stealing one last figure from Mat Charles lecture…

From low energy CKM point of view I can always add more rows/columns 
e.g. (0,0,0,1) may be unattractive but who knows from this point of view?
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Let’s take a trip down memory lane to before I was born, and 
definitely before most of you all were (apologies to any organizers)
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LEP Summer Study/1-9 

December, 1978 

LEP SUMMER STUDY 

Organized under the Joint Sponsorship of 

ECFA AND CERN 

Les Houches and CERN 

10 to 22 September, 1978 

SCENARIOS FOR PHYSICS AT LEP* 

Sheldon L. Glashow 

Lyman Laboratory of Physics 
Harvard University 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 

Based on lectures given at "Physics at High 

Energies — Symposium Devoted to the Quark 

Concept" (Stockholm, 1978) and at the 1978 LEP 

Summer Study (Les Houches and Geneva, 1978). 

* Research supported in part by the National Science Foundation 
under Grand No. PHY77-22864 
Copies available upon request from Ch. Redman, CERN/ISR 
LEP Summer Study Secretariat 
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r (Z •» A AH) = 

r (Z -+ AÂ) 4ir sin2 0 cos 2 0 
et 

24 4 M + . . . 

Run on the Z" resonance and trigger on v y events which 

are not back-to-back and which are accompanied by the ha-

dronic splash of H decay. Measurement of the lepton momenta 

and reconstruction of the missing mass will reveal the Higgs 

boson if it is lighter than "50 GeV. 

Aside from gauge and Higgs bosons, the theory involves 

fermions. These may be classified according to their trans-

formation behavior under the gauge group. All known fermions 

transform under color SU(3) according to the trivial repre-

sentation (Call them leptons.) or under the fundamental 3-

dimensional representation (Call them quarks). Trivial and 

fundamental—good words these, and Nature seems to have no 

need for anything more complicated. So it goes for the 

SU(2) subgroup as well. All right-handed fermions are triv-

ial; all left-handed fermions form fundamental doublets. As 

they are in the Higgs sector, things are as simple as they 

can be. 

Fermions come in families, each of which involves fif-

teen Weyl fields. Each family consists of a doublet of colored 

quarks and a doublet of leptons. One lepton in each fanu^y 

has zero charge, and (in the minimal scenario) zero mass. 

The first family consists of (u,d,v , e ) . These are the "re-

levant" particles, just the ones that are needed to make up 

the universe, and to make it work as well. As for the other 
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fundamental fermions, as far as we can see, they are simply 

put in for spite: we can find no essential role for them, 

and apparently could get along quite well without them. Not 

only are we descended of slime found upon an obscure bit of 

the universe, but we are built up out of those elementary 

building-blocks which by accident of birth are the lightest— 

the runts. 

The second family of fermions consists of (c,s,v , u ) . 

The story of its discovery spans the years 1938 (when muons 

were first seen) to 1976 (when naked charm was clearly re-

vealed) . Things could have stopped here, and philosophers 

dwelt on the curious fact that Nature used just twice as 

many building blocks as she really needed. But, she was 

even more profligate. 

Perl and his collaborators showed us that there is a 

third charged lepton T . Soon afterwards, Lederman and his 

group encountered upsilon, spoor of the fifth quark. PETRA, 

PEP, and CESR may soon compete for the privilege of first 

seeing naked bottom. In the minimal scenario, we put these 

new particles into a third and final family (t,b,v , x ) . 

The third lepton is assigned its own massless neutrino, and 

the unobserved top quark must exist to fill out the repre-

sentation. 

Consider the three families of fundamental fermions. 

Their SU(3) xSU(2) content is identical by construction. 

Call the quark charges ± h and the lepton charges ±h. 
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O e e 

M = exp -B 0 

-e 0 

with 0 and ô real and e complex. I-'- is the complexity of e 

that leads to observed CP violating effects, as first sug-

gested by Kobayashi and Maskawa.5 Of these mixing parame-

ters, we know s 

The parameter |e/6| will be measured as soon as the weak de-

cay modes of b-containing hadrons are detected. 

Advocates of the scenario of 17 parameters believe that 

there are exactly three families of fermions and no more. 

The seventeen parameters are these: the weak, strong, and 

electromagnetic coupling constants G, sin 2 0 , a s and a; the 

nine quark and lepton masses; three Cabibbo-like angles and 

the CP violating phase; and the Higgs boson mass. Delete 

one to set a standard of mass, and we are left with seventeen. 

Fans of grand unification make do with even fewer para-

meters describing physics at accessible energies. In SU(5) 

models, lepton and down quark masses are related. In a re-

cent SO (10) model of Georgi and Nanopoulos,7 the t quark mass 

is predicted to be 14 GeV, and the Cabibbo angles are ex-

pressed in terras of quark masses. 

All else (excepting gravitational phenomena) is calcula-

ble in terms of these parameters. Of the seventeen parameters, 

only the t-quark mass and the Higgs boson mass remain quite 

| e | = 0.2; 3 x l 0 ~ 2 > |e5| > 10 
- 3 
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unmeasured. Beyond these, there is simply no room for fur-

ther surprises. There will be nothing new in high-energy physics un-

til such a time as we can study collisions at energies of or-

der 1 0 1 7 GeV, surely an unlikely occurrence. The arrogance 

of the physicist knows no bound, but let him consider the com-

placent words of George Gamow in 1947: "...we have now much 

sounder reasons for believing that our elementary particles 

are actually the basic units and cannot be subdivided further. 

Whereas allegedly indivisible atoms were known to show a 

great variety of rather complicated chemical, optical, and 

other properties, the properties of elementary particles of 

modern physics are extremely simple; in fact they can be com-

pared in their simplicity to the properties of geometrical 

points. Also, instead of a rather large number of "indivi-

sible atoms" of classical physics, we are now left with only 

three essentially different entities: nucléons, electrons, 

and neutrinos. And in spite of our greatest desire and ef-

fort to reduce everything to its simplest form, one cannot 

possibly reduce something to nothing. Thus it seems that we 

have actually hit the bottom in our search for the basic ele-

ments from which matter is formed."8 
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for anyone who tries to  
tell you particle physics 

is over…
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II. The Scenario of Many Fermions 

The only difference between this scenario and the last 

is that here we admit the possible existence of fermions be-

yond those in the three known families. The conventional 

SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l) gauge group is still assumed. The sim-

plest thing to do is to conjecture that all fermions come in 

isomorphic 15-dimensional families, but to let their number 

N be larger than three. It is relevant to mention here some 

of the arguments that put limits on N: 

In order to accommodate b and T it is generally assumed 

that N £ 3. However, this is not completely convincing. It 

is conceivable tr invent an acceptable model with just five 

quarks, but this is not the direction we wish to pursue here. 

It is also conceivable that the family structure differs from 

the one I have considered. For example, each family may con-

tain one 0 = 2 / 3 quark, two Q = - 1/3 quarks, and two charged 

leptons. This is what happens in models based on exceptional 

Lie groups, as pioneered by Gursey. This is another direction 

we have not the time to pursue, although it is an appealing 

alternative that has recently been exploited by Georgi and Pais.9 

The observed cosmological helium abundance, when coupled 

with certain cosmogenic conjectures, allows us to conclude 

that the number of long-lived 1000 s) neutrino states must 

be small, and probably no greater than three. If it is as-

sumed that all neutrinos are massless, then it follows that 

N - 3. Suppose, however, that neutrinos are not in general 

massless. Massive neutrinos can mix with the known massless 
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or almost massless neutrinos, although the extent of the 

mixing is limited by the empirical validity of universality. 

It is straightforward to generalize the astrophysical con-

straint to apply to such massive neutrinos, by requiring 

that they decay in less than 1000 s and at the same time do 

not upset universality. Let n(m) denote the number of neu-

trino states with mass less than m. We obtain: 

n(l MeV) 1 3 

n(10 MeV) 1 13 

n (100 MeV) 5 1 0 6 . 

Evidently, astrophysics tells us very little about N if we 

are willing to tolerate neutrinos with mass. 

This brings to mind an awful scenario put forward by 

John Ellis. Suppose that there are not very many charged 

quarks or leptons lying below 1/2 in mass, but that there 

are a considerable number of light neutrinos. Consequently, 

the Z° resonance will be quite broad, and it will decay pri-

marily into unobservable neutrino channels. LEP would not 

see the resonance at all. Ellis shows that this scenario 

is unlikely, and that the many light neutrinos should be ac-

companied by many relatively light charged leptons. The ab-

sence of a distinct Z° resonance is then compensated by the 

existence of many observable charged-lepton thresholds lead-

ing to a large value of R. Were these charged leptons much 

heavier than their neutrinos, large radiative corrections 
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would change the relative strength of charged current and 

neutral-current effects. This would upset the empirical 

success of the gauge theory. Of course, this could be re-

paired by an appropriate change in the Higgs sector. The 

possibility of "neutrino wipeout" with no easily observable 

compensation remains a remote possibility. 

A simple and attractive model of CP violation puts the 

blame on the structure of the quark mass matrix. As first 

realized by Kobayashi and Maskawa, this requires N - 3. Un-

fortunately, no upper bound on N is obtained. On the other 

hand, some people argue that the asymptotic freedom of SU(3) 

must be preserved at arbitrarily high energy. It is not es-

tablished that this is truly necessary, but if it is, it 

would seem to require that N 1 8. If ther' exists a grand 

unification, this condition may be weakened depending upon 

how large is the unifying group. For SU(5), the constraint 

becomes N - 13. Since I don't know how seriously to regard 

this constraint, I choose to ignore it. 

In honesty, I must mention one line of argument which 

really does suggest that N = 3 . Grand unification schemes 

based on SU(5) or SO(10) give a successful preduction of 

the value of the weak mixing parameter s i n 2 6 , and they also 

explain the value of the b quark mass. 1 0 T h e latter prediction 

depends upon N, giving the observed value for N = 3 . A much 

larger value of N would be excluded if this theory were cor-

rect. More recently,7 an SO(10) extension of this theory pre-

dicts the t quark mass to be 14 GeV, again under the hypothe-

What Mat will talk about
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rect. More recently,7 an SO(10) extension of this theory pre-

dicts the t quark mass to be 14 GeV, again under the hypothe-
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sis that N = 3 . However, the theory as it is does not dis-

play the elegant simplicity of truth. 

No argument yet presented proves that N = 3 . Indeed, it 

is not even clear that N may not be infinite. Of course, 

the number of families with masses lighter than any finite 

mass M must be finite, and the fermion masses must increase 

rapidly with their index. In any case, there is room for 

almost any large but finite number of families with masses 

accessible to Z" decay. The fact that only five quarks 

have shown up at center-of-mass energies of less than 10 GeV 

does not exclude the possibility that another fifty will 

show up between 10 GeV and 100 GeV. The question is of con-

siderable importance to two extraordinary significant measura-

ble parameters. 

The value of R below the Z° resonance is given simply by 

where N is the number of kinematically accessible families. 

In the first scenario, R should settle down to the value of 

six in the interval between tt threshold and the onset of 

the Z° resonance. On the other hand, for N = 5 2 it will 

equal 137. 

Just as important is the width of the Z° resonance, 

which for sin 28 = 0.2 is given in GeV approv'lately by N. 

Thus, in the first scenario = 3 GeV and tl.tí advantage of 

running LEP on resonance is by a factor of ~ 1 0 3 . On the 

other hand, for N = 52 the value of R is large everywhere 

and not particularly larger on the Z° resonance whose width 
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There’s a lower bound on generations, but not an 
upper necessarily, 4, 5, 6 generations?

CKM unitarity
•Let's imagine there are more generations. Matrix becomes:
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Vud Vus Vub Vub0 · · ·
Vcd Vcs Vcb Vcb0 · · ·
Vtd Vts Vtb Vtb0 · · ·
Vt0d Vt0s Vt0b Vt0b0 · · ·

· · · · · · · · · · · ·
. . .
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CCCCCA

•The matrix as a whole has to be unitary...

• ... which in general means the "known part" by itself is not.
• aside from pathological block-diagonal case

•So testing unitarity of known 3x3 matrix is sensitive to 
presence of further quark generations.

•Note that this is completely independent of quark masses.
•You don't even need a virtual  contribution to a Feynman diagram.t! /b! 

Stealing one last figure from Mat Charles lecture…

From low energy CKM point of view I can always add more rows/columns 
e.g. (0,0,0,1) may be unattractive but who knows from this point of view?
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If you remember that CKM comes from Yukawas 
though…

I can’t just escape by making things heavier and 
diagonal!

yt′ 

∼
Mt′ 

v
Higgs properties get altered and a 4th generation 

was ruled out early on!56
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Mantra from today: Flavor Physics is Higgs Physics 
(Of course you can also do great Flavor physics 

without the Higgs)
• We will also separate out the key concepts behind what is tied to the 

origin of flavor, versus what does it just mean that there can be other 
types of physics could be flavorful as well


• Next time we will talk more about actual models of Flavor - Frogatt-
Nielsen, Radiative models, Geometrical, and their “generic” predictions


• Overview an example of flavorful physics and why there still could be 
drastic changes in flavor even at low energy for current and future 
experiments!
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